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g]c`ab`cZgPersonalize holiday greetings and notecards
with your family photos. Kodak and Martha Stewart have
combined forces to create preprinted cards that incorporate your
photos (kodakgallery.com, then click on “Creative Ideas”).
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Confused about digital cameras? You’re not alone. Although
these nifty, compact, little wonders may be commonplace, a
surprising number of people are intimidated by what is, to
many, still new technology. But rest easy; cameras now are
more user-friendly and relatively lingo-free—which makes
taking pictures fun again
Digital photos today are more likely to be crisp, clear, and
in focus, without a lot of complicated settings and buttons.
Viewing screens are bigger, so you can comfortably see
images right on the camera, and the most popular features
are easily accessed and clearly marked.
Even better for anyone who’s been stymied by the words
“resolution” and “megapixel,” the issue of
^`Sab]^WQbc`Sa picture quality is now immaterial. You just
Edit and print photos
can’t buy a low-megapixel camera anymore,
with added borders, text, except for those labeled as children’s toys or
and graphics on a printer found on cell phones. And if there’s one
the size of a toaster. The
thing to learn, it’s that you should never trust
HP Photosmart A826
important moments to a cell phone.
Home Photo Center can
While megapixels might not matter
print up to 100 photos at
a time and sells for $250 anymore, there are a few new features to
take into account if you’re looking to buy a
(hp.com).
camera either as a gift or for yourself.
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PHOTOGRAPHS: CARDS, COURTESY OF KODAK; PRINTER, COURTESY OF HP
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Display photos taken at a
party instantly, and even add
a musical score, with a
Digital Photo Frame that
features an integrated
memory and media reader.
Pandigital 15-inch frame is
$350 (pandigital.net).

New face-recognition software inside many digital
cameras puts the focus on a face, or faces, in the frame so
you’re guaranteed that the people in your shots come out
more clearly than the plants in the foreground. Blurry digital
pictures are becoming a thing of the past, thanks to
improved image-stabilization features that yield sharper
images without the use of a stand or tripod.
High Definition (HD) is another buzzword creeping into
the camera market, but thankfully, it has nothing to do with
pixels. Rather, it’s a feature on cameras that sizes the photos
and video footage to fit newer wide-screen computer
monitors and televisions.
The real benefit of all these new features is that you get
clearer, more beautiful pictures better suited for printing.
High resolution means the photos can be blown up much
larger than the standard 4x6-inch print. Camera and photo
specialty shops now have extra-large printers that yield highquality prints in sizes suitable for mounting above the
fireplace. Use the photo software on your computer or at the
store to add sepia tones, convert a color image to black and
white, or fade out harsh edges for a vintage look. Then order
up a poster print, and that holiday portrait is ready.
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Canon’s Hard Disk
Camcorder records
up to 15 hours of
high-definition
footage; $1,300
(usa.canon.com).

Custom-print options abound,
including those that print wrapping
paper (picturepaper.com) and
greeting cards (kodakgallery.com)
[S[]`gP]]Ya
using your images. Go one better
Favorite digital photos
with a custom photo book worthy of are printed on acid-free
any stylish coffee table. There are
photo paper and bound
several quality options available from into leather- or linencompanies, including Apple (apple. covered books. Check
out kodakgallery.com,
com/ilife/iphoto), HP (hp.shopping.
then click on “Creative
com), and Kodak (kodakgallery.
com). Visit one of these sites, select Ideas.”
the images you want, write captions,
choose a finish, and order. Your photos will be printed on
acid-free photo paper and bound into books with linenwrapped or leather covers.
These books make great keepsakes for commemorating
family events or as gifts to friends and relatives. You can also
give them as hostess gifts by compiling party pictures into
one very memorable thank-you.
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Digital cameras can capture video clips, and video
cameras can produce still images, but dedicated
camcorders are still best when it comes to filming
events. Using the video-capture function on a still
camera eats up memory and battery space, and the
stills shot on camcorders aren’t terribly print-worthy.
Camcorders are digital, too, and nicely compact.
New models shoot in high definition (HD) for better
playback on current TVs and record to a
hard drive, eliminating tapes. Those run
about $1,000, but features that let you
upload video directly to
YouTube prove you’ve
arrived in the digital world.
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Pocket-size Flip
Ultra camcorders
from Pure Digital
Technologies let
you shoot, edit,
and share highquality videos on
the Web for $150
to $180 (pure
digitalinc.com).
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PHOTOGRAPHS: FRAME, COURTESY OF PANDIGITAL; PHOTO BOOK, COURTESY OF KODAK; CAMCORDERS, COURTESY OF CANON AND PURE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
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Wrap holiday gifts with
paper featuring your
family. Wrapping paper
options are on the Web
at picturepaper.com.

